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Ceteris Paribus is a scientific/academic term meaning “with other things the same”, or “all other
things being equal or held constant”. I first heard the term when an undergraduate being taught
economics, but it applies to many situations and is a basic factor to understand when comparing
two things. Though the term is known in academic study and research, and makes eminent
sense, homosexuals, in their manic desire to be supreme, totally defy logic and genuine
understanding of proper, examinable knowledge. It happens because they are godless and
anti-intellectual. That is, bluntly, their intentions and work are completely stupid.

To put ceteris paribus in a modern way, it means that we can only compare like with like. In their
stupidity and unholy demands, it means that it is utterly ridiculous for homosexuals (no matter
how intellectually trained they are) to compare heterosexual (normal) sexuality with
homosexuality (abnormal, perverse). They are simply poles apart, like east moving away from
the west! They are NOT THE SAME (it is pathetic that we have to point this plain fact out), so
no policies or laws should be predicated on such an implausible, impossible situation. In other
words, the homosexual pseudo-social climate is a breach of ceteris paribus, because it
amazingly does not understand that in sexuality one thing is only equal to another thing if both
things are equal. It is also common sense – something not known to homosexuals.

Example: The anus is not the vagina! Yet, homosexuals, both male and female, cannot grasp
the difference. They are intellectually forlorn as well as godlessly wicked. The musculature of
both organs is very different. The vaginal muscles allow for multi-way movement and is
designed and made to be strong. The anus muscles move only one way – downwards (to expel
waste); are not made for sex activity.

When objects or parts of bodies are pushed into the anus, the action is unnatural and often
causes damage. The anal sphincter (the circular muscle that closes and opens the anus), too, is
weakened and damaged by anal sex (whether this is conducted between male and female,
male and male, or even female and female) and leads to incontinence of faeces. Beyond the
anal opening the walls of the anus are single layers of tissue, and so any upward movement
tends to tear the tissues very easily, often beyond repair. It is this unnatural tearing that tends to
be the major cause of HIV infection.

The anus, then, is an organ of waste, a kind of internal sewage pipe containing material that is
to be expelled. The vagina on the other hand is an organ of genuine sexuality and is ‘made for
the purpose’. Therefore, to compare the vagina with the anus is both laughable and pathetic.
There is NO comparison, so ceteris paribus is ignored! The two organs are NOT THE SAME so
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cannot be compared.

For this reason alone, homosexuality cannot claim parity with heterosexuality. The first is a
perversion, the second is normal and how mankind was designed by God. Even if insane
homosexuals (they must be insane to want to act in a dangerous and illicit way) claim there is
no ‘design’ it does not matter, because it is painfully obvious to anyone with a brain that the
vagina and anus are totally different, the anus being naturally fully incompatible with sexual
behaviour.

We can also throw cold water on the claim that homosexuality is an acceptable alternative to
heterosexuality. (Note that I only refer to normal, moral heterosexual behaviour in this paper). It
is not an alternative – to be an ‘alternative, something has to be similar! In which way is using
the body in a perverse way, ‘similar’ to a designed, made-for-purpose activity? A door with
handles is the way in and out; the brick wall either side is not!

Man was made for woman (by this I mean people born to these natural sexes). Full stop. Sex
between same sex couples is unnatural, unhealthy and grossly immoral. The bodies of men and
women are made for each other’s sexual activity, whereas the bodies of man and man and
woman and woman are not. IT IS OBVIOUS! There can be no comparison, because both are
different.

By ignoring these basic obvious truths, we get fatal diseases, gross injuries, and amazingly
stupid ideas and lifestyles. We get a desire for sex with children, for example, because
homosexuality itself is a gross wickedness devoid of any sense and reason. It is why most
homosexuals, male and female, are paedophilic in wish if not in action. (Similar desires
amongst heterosexuals are relatively much fewer).

These two abnormal ideas found amongst homosexuals are sufficient to reject homosexual
pseudo-scientific researches about sex. Homosexuals are so ludicrous as researchers that their
work is worthless and money-wasting. Even the thinking processes of homosexuals are
abnormal! Listen (if you must and have nothing better to do) to homosexuals talking and you will
know what I mean.

For example, they talk of ‘love’, but homosexuality produces lust, not love. Alongside lust is the
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desire to exert power over another homosexual. And if the ‘partner’ does not like it, violence can
often follow! (Violent episodes/domestic abuse between homosexual partners living together is
immensely
greater than amongst heterosexual partners. This is according to police statistics).

It does not matter what aspect of homosexuality we look at, it is not, in any way, comparable to
heterosexuality (normality). To pretend that it is, is to breach ceteris paribus and honest
common sense. But, do not expect intelligent talk on this from homosexuals... they are
incapable of it because of their godless insanity.
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